Evaluation of Proposals No. 24, 49, 8, 25, 45, 22, 36 and 55

Evaluation of Proposal No. 24
The basic idea of the proposal is simple and clear: to change the “Black Meadow“ to a
“cultural meadow” - a new type of public space with new socio-cultural identity, which
will be the place for various activities, which will be flanked by a "ring" of (not only)
cultural buildings. The ring creates a transition zone between the historical center and
the scenic character represented by the meadow and the river. The proposal places the
individual buildings within the territory of the former exhibition area without entirely
overbuilding it. Conversely, it dedicates a generous, open vacant space in its core
area. This space will serve as the main center, the focus of cultural activities of Ostrava,
not only in 2015.
The individual buildings are designed as solitaires, loosely dependent on each other,
which are united by the lining promenade and the possible expansion of its activities from
the interior to the exterior of the meadow. The proposal succeeds in easily integrating
the existing buildings (Hall A, Hall G, the former market hall building) with the new
ones. It finds a special place for a concert hall, which partly stands out of the ring and is
more connected to the city, within close proximity of the two theaters.
The ideological core of the project is the reduced, but dramatically transformed meadow,
newly sloping to the Ostravice river and urging for an intensive use. As one of the few
the authors are working with the third dimension of the meadow. Via a gentle terrain
profiling they succeed in dividing and hierarchizing the space. Even though the proposal
partly anticipates the future form of the individual buildings, the proposed concept will
work with whatever form these buildings take. Their concrete form will emerge from
separate architectural competitions.
For us the greatest quality of the proposal is finding the appropriate level of a clearly
defined character, and yet enough openness for future development and phasing. The
gradual completion will only reinforce the concept, which is consistent with the definition
of a successful masterplan.
Evaluation of Proposal No. 49
The platform disconnected from the urban structure creates an open urban system,
which allows, within the given limits, the gradual development with buildings of various
functions and architectural expressions.
The concentration of materials and the wide variety of activities support their mutual
overlap and interaction.
The author offers many phasing options, by quadrants or individual sites.
The cultural forum development linking the existing central part of the city with the river
and the castle creates by the given tight form the space for the newly created park
between the southern edge of the city and the watercourse. The proposal offers a
different perspective from the other valued proposals.

Evaluation of Proposal No. 8
The authors named the project the "Wild Urbanism" and it is an experiment using public
space for the interaction between different kinds of cultures represented by different
users and different parallel activities. Discovering the unknown and the unpredictable,
the confrontation of Ostrava and Europe. The machine for testing of different cultures.
A healthy natural forest as a principle of the uniqueness of the architectural design,
structured into the natural surroundings, the glade and the forest as a meeting and
convergence place.
A unique experiment with landscape and urbanism, an original solution with multiple
interpretations of the landscape, the meadow, the black and Ostrava phenomenon, the
non-hierarchized pavilion structure arrangement.
The unique and phenomenal territory and space. The proposal globally reveals and
addresses the issues of the ecology of landscape and of the Ostrava region, the social
and sociological issues, and creates the author architectural vocabulary of archetype,
typology and cluster. The project is a lifestyle strategy.
From the beginning the jury positively perceived the uniqueness and poetics of the
solution, and later the jury discussed the positive interpretations of a “happy life”.
Evaluation of Proposal No. 25
It is based on feeling the strong potential of the existing green and of the river
phenomenon. According to its own terms it offers the concept of an “urban park”',
consisting of nearly 30 architectural objects in a freely-designed park green that are
spread regularly. In pursuit of the maximum connection with the river area, it transfers
the existing coastal road to the interface area of the existing block development of the
center and Černá louka itself. It finishes the disturbed development in a coordinated
manner and thus creates a clear urban interface with a specific potential. The parterre
area of the park is designed as a playground for every generation. It presents a
catalogue of architectural forms of the different functional types of the buildings,
deliberately not seeking the unity of expression, but rather the maximum diversity of
forms. The coordination is seen in their volume similarities and the regular spreading
across the territory. Clustering is forbidden. But that is also a problem because the
building programs of the individual buildings are very different.
Evaluation of Proposal No. 45
The jury appreciated the clear concept based on respect for the specific character of
Černá louka as a place with a special combination of natural conditions on the one hand,
and social and city-formative functions on the other.
The persuasive proposal of the two layers was evaluated positively. The base layer of
landscape shaped meadow dominates; it is an area with low vegetation without formal
structures and adapted for free movement. On it, without any solid anchor, there is a
layer of a minimum number of objects with the mandatory functions, which are only very
loosely connected to each other in contrast to the organized and strictly shaped buildings
of the adjacent town.

This composition allows to create at a relatively large distance the desired contact
between the city block development and the river. At the same time it offers an
extremely flexible space for a variety of social, cultural and leisure activities practically in
the center of the city and thereby promotes an environment of natural qualities to a
socially valuable space.
Perhaps the crucial aspect of the proposal, however, is the accentuation of the context.
In it Černá louka becomes just one of the links in the multi-kilometer green belt along
the Ostravice river, however, it is a single link, in which the natural environment blends
with the cultural layer. Thus the place spontaneously becomes a natural focus of the
large area.
The jury appreciated the surprisingly simple plan to achieve a positive outcome and also
stated that the proposal is realistic, economically acceptable and fully corresponds to the
assessment according to the competition criteria.
Evaluation of Proposal No. 22
This is a proposal that is conceptually beyond the traditional approach to urban structure
of the central part of the city. The proposal offers an alternative view of how to spatially
link the river, as an important natural element, the Černá louka area and the city
center. The main idea, inspired in its organic shape by shot through shattered glass,
accentuates the confluence of the Ostravice and Lučina rivers and the beach located near
it as the central theme, into which pedestrian routes or public spaces are concentrated.
This theme is accentuated by the system of irregularly spaced buildings, including the
buildings mandatorily required by the competition rules. The proposed urban structure is
fully subordinated to this idea, even at the price that it does not connect to the existing
structure of the historic part of the city, to which it adheres closely. Surely we can
discuss the possibilities of phasing of the construction, the sensitivity of solutions to the
historic track of the city center, or the preservation of Černá louka identity as
such. Certainly we can call into question the possibility of the gradual realization of this
idea through subsequently awarded architectural competitions for various architectural
teams, and the ability to maintain the original idea. However, the solution was so
different from the other approaches that it has undoubtedly rightly compelled the
advancement into the third round of assessment.
Evaluation of Proposal No. 36
The idea behind this competition proposal is to create vivid urban structures protruding
from the existing layout of the city center, which mingle with the enclaves of greenery
projecting from the area of the present Černá louka park. The urban structures include
the desired cultural amenities complemented by residential houses. The lay-out of the
amenities in defined spatial units is in principle possible. However, its spatial expression
and architectural design is adverse. The concentration into monstrous clusters evokes an
impression of a supermarket or a factory. The scale of these structures in the given
space is almost unacceptable. An important phenomenon, with which the proposers
work, is greenery. The powerful enclave of it projecting up to the historic square is an
interesting compositional principle. Another, less powerful beam envelops the tram route
and isolates it from the surrounding buildings. The ground plan of the central unit of

greenery itself that is adjacent to the river is not interesting and does not reflect the
current park. The lesser creativity of the concept and its spatial and functional design
disqualify the proposal from the category of solutions suitable for awards or rewards. The
ability to serve the idea of the 2015 European Capital of Culture project is small. The
visual processing of the whole report is excellent.
Evaluation of Proposal No. 55
The main concept of the proposal lies in the explicit, albeit questionable decision to make
a sharp border between the full and the empty in the city, i.e. between the buildings near
the historic city center and the meadow at the confluence of the Ostravice and Lučina
rivers. The project thus removes the transition zone of the current exhibition area, where
the municipal buildings are loosely located in the greenery. In about the middle of its
space there is a new dividing line, the “Luční” road, which is flanked on one side by a
clearly defined urban structure, and on the other side by a unitary meadow
environment. The Exhibition Hall A building and the newly completed blocks of Waldorf
Schools, resorts and hotels form the urban boundary. On the contrary, the meadow area
is vague, left for a variety of recreational activities. The existing coastal road is moved,
thereby removing the barrier separating the meadow from the river. There is a beach
planned on its bank. The crossing to the other bank is facilitated by three new foot
bridges. The linking of the full and the empty space is concentrated in the place where
the fourth major historic entrance to the city used to be. It is realized through a new
object of a cultural cluster, a "finger" directed from the city center (the extension of
blocks designated by the Muzejní and Dlouhá streets) to the river, which combines the
functions of an urban gallery and a concert hall and is finished by the visually dominant
object of the contemporary music center. The concentrated cultural function is inside the
"pier" properly combined with the commercial use of the parterre. Thus in detail, the
project removes barriers, however, through its total urban schedule also creates them.

